
 

 

 

CATS GROOMING MENU 

 
Ala Carte Services 

Lonsdale Grove, Boutique Style Pet Boarding, Grooming & Care. For Dog’s under 30 pounds & Cats. 
 

www.lonsdalegrove.com     519-648-3311     info@lonsdalegrove.com 

All Inclusive Spa Packages 

Natural Long Full Coat: $110 
 
Shampoo, condition, deshed & dry. Trim 
nails, face and tufts (if requested). Eye and 
ear cleaning. Sanitary clip. Finishing comb 
out. 

Teddy Bear/Lamb Style: $165 
 
Shampoo, condition & dry. Trim nails, face 
and tufts. Eye and ear cleaning. Sanitary 
clip. Comb cut to desired length. deshed 
treatment and finishing comb out. 

Natural Short Full Coat: $90 
 
Shampoo, condition, deshed & dry.  Trim 
nails. Eye and ear cleaning. Finishing comb 
out. (Cats must be short hair, no mats or 
tangles, no shaving)  
 

Lion Style: $150 
 
Shampoo, condition, deshed & dry. Trim 
nails, face and tufts.  Eye and ear cleaning. 
Body shaved and styled into the figure of a 
lion. 

Pelt Removal  (to Lion Cut when possible): $225—$250  
 

Medicated shampoo & dry. Trim nails, face and tufts. Eye and ear cleaning. Body shaved 
into the lion style where possible - heavy matting and/or felting in the ruff, neck, legs and 
head may require additional shaving. Pelt removal is not a cosmetic procedure. A cat en-
dures a great deal of pain and suffering when they remain pelted. Cats can suffer from 
open sores and infections; impacted rectums are among the most common symptoms. In 
the worst cases, severe pelting can be fatal. Pelt removal is a very delicate procedure. 

Soft Nail Caps-Front Only $25 
Soft Nail Caps-Back Only $21 
Soft Nail Caps-Full Set $40 
Sanitary Trim $25 
Belly Shave $25 
Nail Trim $20 
Long Hair De Shed $35—15 minute 
Short Hair De Shed $25—15 minute 

Mat removal $25 per 1/4 hour 
Flea and Tick Shampoo $20 
Medicated Shampoo $20 

 
Ask us about our cat boarding services. 

 
Add-on  Spa Services 


